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  In this paper, resonance characteristics of a dielectric disk resonator are analyzed by using a finite 
difference time domain (FDTD) method. First we summarize the FDTD method to show its algorism. An 
analyzed area is divided by many small cubic cells. The Maxwell’s equations are treated as fi nite differential 
equations with respect to the Cartesian coordinate and time in this method. A distribution of a dielectric material 
of the dielectric disk resonator is programmed in our fortran algorism. Using a personal computer, we can obtain 
the resonance characteristics of the disk and a fl ow of electro-magnetic power along the disk in every small time 
steps. Finally we can confi rm that the FDTD method is very useful for analyzing an electro-magnetic problem 
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このMaxwellの方程式で > @mVE /o は電界ベクトルで， > @mATH /o は磁界ベクトル， > @2/ mCDo は電束密度，
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の整数次の時刻に，
磁界を
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Fig.2　Time location of electromagnetic fi eld
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Fig. 4　Model and dimension of the dielectric disk resonator in our program
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